
REFLECTIVE PAPER ON THE PURSUIT OF

Happiness is something that cannot be obtained, but for some reason people pursue it anyway. The movie Pursuit of
Happyness revolves.

Related Interests. What is grace? Each person has a completely different view of happiness and how to
achieve it. Ribbon was trying to pursue a friendship, rather than a business relationship. Gardner accepts the
internship for six months despite of not receiving pay. He always goes to work think creatively to get his client
until they can meet his high potential value client. It is an inner journey. Gardner spends all his life selling
these scanners and although he has made it, the time lag between his sales is long and slowly erodes his
relationship with his wife who eventually leaves him as he could not afford to pay for bills Despite of
everything that happened to Mr. The Affecting Scene People might be think that it is impossible to make their
dream comes true. We cannot and may not hopeless, beefing, and tired to get it. Despite being able to achieve
all the aspects of happiness in order to experience the fullness and perfection of it, Chris did experience
goodness, beauty, truth and love through his struggles. Children can grow up and get education, without
seeing their social status, caste, race, even religion. However, happiness is hard to achieve, but it can be as
simple as being contented, doing what you love, and living who you really are. Chris Gardner excels at his
stockbroker internship in Dean-Witter, earning the attention and respect from his superiors. He always takes of
his son, although during a day he always works and works, but after his work is over, he takes his son from a
daycare and gets him into homeless shelter. Learning new ways and styles to write different kinds of papers
was a good thing to add to my education and work experience. It's an i I. Most see it as home ownership others
especially the immigrants see Happiness is a continuous effort, and is not achieved by single deeds or choices.
The Pursuit of Happyness movie is the best movie that describes the American condition. Reflection Paper
Grading Rubric Select the entire rubric below; then, copy and paste it into the final section of your Reflection
Papers this must be the last page of your paper. Are 2 topics covered? In this reflection paper, I hope to give
insight on what I have learned, and also giving my personal opinions to each topic. After work he has to take
his son in a daycare and then go to homeless shelter in line. How the people life, and how the people make a
great effort to make their dream comes true. In the lecture, our guest speaker mentioned several social
problems such as unemployment, drug abuse, alcohol abuse, teenage pregnancy, child abuse and bullying. I
still keep beefing and hopeless. This idea of happiness, however, has no set definition, to some happiness
comes from power, wealth, emotion, helping, to others it comes in the form of achievement of a major or
minor goal they have set in their lives. For that, he was forced to sell his properties and was even asked to
move out of their apartment. At first, Chris wanted to build a relationship with Mr. The second level is felix,
which is the happiness of comparative advantage. Chris Gardner is convincing as a man who may have been
stripped by his dignity but who still believes in himself. This case is also applicable to those who wanted their
business to be known and succeed. They struggled to pay off their rent and were often chased out by the rent
owner. To him selling one is can be used for buying their needs so he treasured these scanners very much. I
have managed my dream and the target when I will reach it. In some instances, your business will undergo
downs but you should take this as a challenge for you to pursue. However, success can come to us when we
know how to deal and work out all problems and challenges in our life. The movie Pursuit of Happyness
revolves around the journeyof Chris Gardner to success. Gardner looks at him with a smile and the realization
In turning point, they stay in the bathroom at subway station. The great effort comes a great success.


